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LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET,
CONSECTETUR ADIPISCING ELIT. ALIQUAM
RHONCUS HENDRERIT EST NEC PULVINAR.



INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
One simple question answered for our entire journey.
Cryptocurrency project that is 100% run by the community
itself, what will happen ?

Our founder, Keilvin Devin said this from the very beginning of
the project, "Before building the decentralized spontaneous
community we experimented ''

While the term DeFi literally in cludes the word
decentralized,thisis in reference to economic status as
opposed to its internal hierarchy

While none of us could have imagined it at the time, this was a
concept that would start a revolution.
 
Projects built on the foundation of community involvement
are the untamed wilderness of our future. As we move further
away from rigid financial structures and traditional mindsets,
we become free to discover new ways to solve problems and
relate to one another.
 
In a world ruled by the commodification of time, community-
run projects are more than just a change of pace, they are a
way to practice the radical acceptance of others.
 
When success depends on the shared strength of the
individuals who make up a collective, we are forced to shift
our perspectives to align with those around us. 



  The Zorotoken EcosystemThe Zorotoken Ecosystem
The Zorotoken Ecosystem is our way of recognizing the
importance of tearing down this long-established paradigm.
 
A community is held together by hundreds, if not thousands,
of interconnected moments. By studying those drawn to our
project, we realized that true strength doesn’t come from one
of us alone, it comes from when we work together in harmony.
 
With that thought bright in our minds, we began developing
the Zorotoken Ecosystem in earnest.

WHYWHY
DECENTRALIZATION?DECENTRALIZATION?

We are standing at a pivotal moment in innovation.

Until now, centralization has been a prerequisite for all of our
official structures. Political, educational, and financial systems
are, and have always been, crafted in a way that does not
equally and ethically distribute power to those functioning
within them. There have been times in our history where this
sort of internal structure played an important role, but in an
age with the information of the world available at the click of
a button, it’s time to rethink.

2021 opened our eyes to how little control the average person
has in the face of these overarching, generational structures
when GameStop and AMC stock value exploded seemingly
overnight. WallStreetBets tested the waters of what it would
look like to disperse control to consumers and inexperienced
investors alike.



It was inspiring, but it didn’t last long. Just when the
movement seemed to be on the brink of success, it was
throttled by the bureaucracy of our centralized society.
However, not before this concept of a new power among the
people took root.

Months before any of these events made international news,
Keilvin Devin was already setting his 100% community-based,
cryptocurrency experiment into motion.

Cryptocurrency itself comes from the idea of redefining wealth
and how it can be acquired, which goes against traditional
processes by its very nature. And yet, most, if not all,
cryptocurrencies function within enforceable rules. It’s easy to
see when we look back at cases like the SEC’s win over the Kin
Ecosystem (a centralized authority), or when we consider how
the Binance Smart Chain seems to use centralized authority to
offer “benefits” over their decentralized partnerships.

WHY DECENTRALIZATION?WHY DECENTRALIZATION?

In the ever-shifting economic landscape, cryptocurrencies
which do not take their independence into their own hands
struggle with a tenuous existence.

When the rules of the game are changed against their favor,
they have no option but to comply; regardless of the
consequences.

 



Keilvin Devin approached the creation of our
community from a unique perspective.

“We believe through the power of collective
decentralization we can build something stronger
than a centralized team ever could create.
A community-run token is nothing without the
united individuals who give it purpose.”

From the early days of Zorotoken, we became
known as the Zoro Army, both amongst ourselves
and across the countless other platforms. This
wasn’t just a name. For many it became part of their
username, their handle, and their avatars/profile
pictures which they switched to our adorable
Zorotoken sporting a beret.

In the ever-shifting economic landscape,
cryptocurrencies which do not take their
independence into their own hands struggle with a
tenuous existence.

When the rules of the game are changed against their
favor, they have no option but to comply; regardless
of the consequences.

OUR BACKGROUND



Whether you are a new recruit or part of the old
guard, if you fly under the Zoro banner, you must
embrace our founding principles:

1. We started from zero, with zero. It’s the spirit of our
project to create something out of nothing.

2. We were not founded from an existing community,
let alone a preassembled team. The brilliant minds
behind Zoro had never collaborated before. They were
a fresh team of developers, designers, moderators,
marketers, and shillers. When you joined the Zoro
army, from anywhere in the world, you found where
your talents could be used best, and got to work.

\



3. We love Zorotoken 

We are proud of where the Zoro Army originated and
equally excited for our future. Our founder Keilvin
Devin , chose to start Zoro from nothing, and gave
the direction of the currency to our army (which
rapidly grew to be over 120,000+ members strong).

Starting with nothing means everyone has to bring
something to the table.
The holders and believers in our Zoro Army have been
the source of all our success.

You and more than 120,000 fellow holders, admins,
mods, leaders of international chat rooms, social
media influencers, meme makers, shillers, and most
of all, friends.

THANK YOU. You are the real Zorotoken, and we
salute you.



"To know ten thousand things, know one well"
- Miyamoto Musashi

When comparing different blockchains, you might
wonder why we chose to stay on the ETH network.
The answer, like the rest of our project, is
straightforward and purposeful.

Our founder, Keilvin Devin, embarked on the Zoro
journey with a predisposition towards ETH in the first
place. It's already secure and well-established, and it
truly allows us to stay decentralized (unlike some of
the "fad" networks).

His top priority was to ensure that his project was
free to change and evolve with zero outside
regulations impacting it, and ETH was the way to
achieve that goal. Our army is able to hold their own
tokens in a wallet and collect payments from around
the world, all while remaining independent of
moderating forces.

Our founder also chose to send 50% of the total
supply to Vitalik Buterin's wallet because, in his
words, "We sent over 50% of the TOTAL supply to
Vitalik. There is no greatness without a vulnerable
point and as long as VB doesn't rug us, then Zoro will
grow and survive."



These aspects of ETH are what made it the perfect
foundation for ShibaSwap, a truly decentralized
exchange where you can trade, buy, sell, and HODL
to gain rewards which far outstripe the value or
other staking platforms.

As ETH v.2 gets closer every day, bringing faster and
cheaper transactions with it, ZoroSwap is poised to
become the most popular and highest volume
exchange with a laser focus on Erc-20 tokens and
the Ethereum blockchain.



In the context of constantly evolving
technological advancements, Zororium emerges
as a breakthrough application powered by
Blockchain & AI platform ChatGPT-4 invested by
billionaire Elon Musk, the latest version of the
model. famous AI language. Zororium is proud to
be the first Games and Anime creator and creator
app in Southeast Asia, revolutionizing the way
content creators interact with AI technology. With
out-of-the-box features and huge potential,
Zororium is set to redefine the digital experience.
Join us to explore the Zororium Roadmap and its
milestones.

Zororium paved the way for the emergence of
digital assets, changing the way content is
created, managed, and monetized. By leveraging
Blockchain technology, Zororium enables the
creation of unique digital assets.

ZORORIUMZORORIUM    ROADMAPROADMAP
COIN UP TREND ?COIN UP TREND ?



Community Initiative The Zoro Token
(ZoroArmy)

 Community initiative started from a handful to a
record of millions of supporters worldwide. From an
individual or network of individuals dedicated to
demonstrating the energy, ecosystem and power of
cryptocurrencies, with a particular focus on the
utility functions of the Zoro Ecosystem and the
growth factor in the space DeFi. 

With that said, the health and happiness of the
project is always community. 

We like to reward the community's creators with
care and support, but always understand that each
project has its own merits and remind all
community members to do their research before
participating. engage in any valuable community
engagement. We are proud to see Zoro Token grow,
as a community, to be decentralized and efficient.



Zoro Sanda

ZOROSANDAI is 200,000 Non-Fungible Instances
(NFTS) created by Zoro Token and recorded on the
ChatGPT-4 blockchain forever. The launch of
ZOROSANDAI made the ChatGPT-4 blockchain stand
out, skyrocketing gas prices during the release and
sold out within 15 minutes! 

These amazing Zorosandai are equipped with
different characteristics, making each version unique
and valuable for collection. For example laser eyes or
party hats. No two Zorosandai are alike. Zorosandai
is Zoroswap's original and unique NFT collection.

 Zoro Eternity game, part of the Zoroswap system,
has been released on both the Apple App Store and
Google Play Store to showcase an energetic
Zoroswap world, while in the future blockchain
version, the owner of Zorosandai is said to be the
owner of Zorosandai. have the ability to use your NFT
in strategy games and much more. 

As the Zororium ecosystem continues to grow, it
promises to offer upcoming gadgets to those who
hold them as keepsakes or collectibles.



Zoro Eternity™
Zoro Eternity is a role-playing game created by
Onepiece Studios under the direction of Toei
Animation and under the creative direction of
Oda Eiichiro. Zoro Eternity plunges you straight
into the exciting world of Onepiece; world where
famous pirates are ruled by four emperors,
fighting against the navy.

With over 1000 unique items to collect and 10,000
powerful pirates with different powers, Zoro
Eternity allows you to develop your own Devil
Fruit powers based on the characteristics of
Anime Onepieces, and has 4 main strengths. to
develop!

1. Mastering Haki

2. Paramecia Devil Fruit

3. Zoan Devil Fruit

4. Logia Devil Fruit

How will you attack the enemy? A trick way?
Patient? Beat them by sheer force or perhaps by
overwhelming numbers? The choice is entirely up
to you.

Available on Android and iOS. Enter the world of
Onepiece today!
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